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The hardware sideThe hardware side ……
The new 18The new 18 --26 GHz multi26 GHz multi --beam receiver (for beam receiver (for SRTSRT))
TTsyssys (El=45(El=45°°) = 70 K (with ) = 70 K (with τ τ = 0.1)= 0.1)

GainGain (El=45(El=45°°) = 0.12 K/Jy  for the central beam) = 0.12 K/Jy  for the central beam

GainGain (El=45(El=45°°) = 0.11 K/Jy  for lateral beams) = 0.11 K/Jy  for lateral beams

HPBWHPBW = 92= 92”” for every beam, at 22 GHz for every beam, at 22 GHz 

Sky distance between beam couplesSky distance between beam couples = 215= 215””

++ AnalogAnalog continuum backend continuum backend 14 channels (7 LCP + 7 RCP) with 2 GHz(7 LCP + 7 RCP) with 2 GHz--wide IF bandwide IF band





MultiMulti --beam orientationbeam orientation



First light First light –– March 25, 2008March 25, 2008

Source: W3OH – Backend: MSpec0 spectrometer – Phase-Cal marks: on. 



The software sideThe software side ……
ESCS: Enhanced SingleESCS: Enhanced Single --dish Control Systemdish Control System

The ESCS system will include all the necessary tools to effectivThe ESCS system will include all the necessary tools to effectively employ the ely employ the 
3232--m antenna as a singlem antenna as a single--dish telescopedish telescope: : 

Antenna pointing and setup for old and Antenna pointing and setup for old and new observing modesnew observing modes in in 
continuum, spectrometry and polarimetry  continuum, spectrometry and polarimetry  

Comprehensive Comprehensive useruser--friendly interfacefriendly interface to guide novice and expert users to guide novice and expert users 
along the observation scheduling and execution. Absentee and remalong the observation scheduling and execution. Absentee and remotely otely 
accessed sessions will then be easier to perform accessed sessions will then be easier to perform 

Standard Standard calibration procedurescalibration procedures and realand real--time time quickquick--looklook of the data of the data 
being acquired being acquired 

Production, for all the station backends, of standardProduction, for all the station backends, of standard--output output 
files (files (MBFITS MBFITS format)format)

OpenOpen ““backback--doordoor”” to to guest backendsguest backends



ESCS design and development instrumentsESCS design and development instruments

The main software/hardware instruments to develop the ESCS The main software/hardware instruments to develop the ESCS 
system have been identified in:system have been identified in:

•• UnixUnix--Linux platform Linux platform 

•• ACSACS (ALMA Common Software) framework(ALMA Common Software) framework
•• PCs PCs -- other machinesother machines

•• TCP/IP and CORBA communication protocolsTCP/IP and CORBA communication protocols

•• C++ as programming language, Python for scripting C++ as programming language, Python for scripting 

•• QT libraries and JAVA for GUIQT libraries and JAVA for GUI

•• DoxygenDoxygen as automatic documentation toolas automatic documentation tool

•• UML  (Unified Modelling Language) to schematise the system archUML  (Unified Modelling Language) to schematise the system architectureitecture



My specific tasks in ESCS…

Cooperation in the development of the whole system (designing, MCooperation in the development of the whole system (designing, MBFITS BFITS 
definition, antenna pointing, etcdefinition, antenna pointing, etc……))

Producing ACS/C++ components for:Producing ACS/C++ components for:

� OTF ScansOTF Scans (completed and tested(completed and tested……
it works!)it works!)

�� FITSFITS--SDFITS writingSDFITS writing (completed and (completed and 
testedtested…… it works, too!)it works, too!)

�� MBFITS writingMBFITS writing (undergoing)(undergoing)

+ + Quick look and basic operations on Quick look and basic operations on 
FITS data (IDL, done)FITS data (IDL, done)



Tests, tests, tests!Tests, tests, tests!
Exploiting ESCS and the new receiver Exploiting ESCS and the new receiver 

The receiver was optically aligned and characterised The receiver was optically aligned and characterised -- see Rashmi see Rashmi 
VermaVerma’’ss talk, tomorrow talk, tomorrow -- then then test observationstest observations took place between took place between 
Dec.2008 and Mar.2009.Dec.2008 and Mar.2009.

They consisted in They consisted in continuum OTF fast scanscontinuum OTF fast scans performed across performed across 
different areas of the sky, mainly a polar cap of about 2000 different areas of the sky, mainly a polar cap of about 2000 sq.degsq.deg., in ., in 
the 20the 20--22 GHz band. 22 GHz band. 

The system has proven to work correctly, but there are evidencesThe system has proven to work correctly, but there are evidences of  of  
tiny tiny instabilitiesinstabilities, some of which seem to be due to LO power , some of which seem to be due to LO power 
fluctuations fluctuations –– tests and signal analysis are still going on.tests and signal analysis are still going on.











The Science sideThe Science side ……

The AT20G surveyThe AT20G survey
(All)(All)--southernsouthern--sky survey at 20 GHzsky survey at 20 GHz

About 6000 sources found ( |b|>1.5About 6000 sources found ( |b|>1.5°° ), with 10 ), with 10 mJymJy rmsrms

FollowFollow--up observations at 5 GHz and 8 GHz + eup observations at 5 GHz and 8 GHz + e--VLBI (GPS)VLBI (GPS)

Demonstrates that the high frequency population Demonstrates that the high frequency population 
characteristics cannot be inferred from the low characteristics cannot be inferred from the low 
frequency cataloguesfrequency catalogues

Constitutes a catalogue which is useful for foreground Constitutes a catalogue which is useful for foreground 
source removal in CMB observations, and to find flux source removal in CMB observations, and to find flux 
and and -- possibly possibly -- polarisation calibrators.polarisation calibrators.

Our survey*, named Our survey*, named KNoWSKNoWS, is likely to produce , is likely to produce 
similar results for the northern celestial hemispheresimilar results for the northern celestial hemisphere

(* hopefully taking place in winter 2009)(* hopefully taking place in winter 2009)




